Advances in gradient echo myelin water imaging at 3T and 7T
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1. Introduction

Myelin is a fatty substance found in the microstructure of the vertebrate central nervous system. It fosters the rapid and efficient conduction of action potential along axons (Hildebrand et al., 1993). Myelination is one of the fundamental processes for development (Wang et al., 2009) and neuroplasticity (McKenzie et al., 2014). Moreover, neurodegenerative disorders such as multiple sclerosis and leukodystrophy are accompanied by the degeneration of myelin (Compston and Coles, 2008; Nave, 2010). Hence, quantifying myelin content in vivo has important applications in science and clinic.

In MRI, one approach for quantifying myelin is myelin water imaging (MWI), which measures the signals from the water trapped between myelin lipid bilayers (Mackay et al., 1994). This method provides myelin water fraction as a quantitative biomarker for myelin. In this work, a new sequence and post-processing methods were proposed to generate high quality GRE-MWI images at 3T and 7T. In order to capture the rapidly decaying myelin water signals, a bipolar readout GRE sequence was designed with “gradient pairing,” compensating for the eddy current effects. The flip angle dependency from the multi-compartmental T2 effects was explored and avoided using a 2D multi-slice acquisition with a long TR. Additionally, the sequence was tested for the effects of inflow and magnetization transfer and demonstrated robustness to these error sources. Lastly, the temporal and spatial B0 inhomogeneity effects were mitigated by using the B0 navigator and field inhomogeneity corrections. Using the method, high-quality myelin water images were successfully generated for the in-vivo human brain at both field strengths. When the myelin water fraction at 3T and 7T were compared, they showed a good correlation (R^2 > 0.88; p < 0.001) with a larger myelin water fraction at 7T. The proposed method also opens the possibility of high resolution (isotropic 1.5 mm resolution) myelin water mapping at 7T.
important technical improvements is the complex model for multi-compartmental analysis, which offers a reliable myelin water estimation (Nam et al., 2015b; van Gelderen et al., 2011) by including the frequency shift characteristics of the water compartments (Sati et al., 2013; Wharton and Bowtell, 2012). Other methods such as physiological noise (i.e., inflow and respiration noises) compensation (Nam et al., 2015a) and B0 field inhomogeneity correction (Alonso-Ortiz et al., 2016; Nam et al., 2015b; van Gelderen et al., 2011) have been demonstrated to improve the quality of GRE-MWI results.

Despite these developments, a few issues still need to be addressed for GRE-MWI. For example, short TR (~60 ms) 3D GRE-MWI has shown an overestimated MWF (H. Lee et al., 2017; Nam et al., 2015b), most likely due to the multi-compartmental T1 effects (i.e., the T1 weighting difference between the short T1 myelin water and long T1 axonal/extracellular water) (Sati et al., 2013; Wharton and Bowtell, 2012). This observation suggests that MWF is dependent upon sequence parameters such as TR and flip angle and can be affected by B0 inhomogeneity, hampering the reliability of the method. Although this issue can be prevented by using a sufficiently long TR as in 2D GRE-MWI, 2D multi-slice imaging may also introduce unexpected effects from magnetization transfer (Chang et al., 2007; Sati et al., 2013; Vavasour et al., 2000), eddy currents (e.g., from a large slice selection rephasing gradient in 2D), and physiological noises. Another challenge emerges when applying a bipolar readout gradient scheme. Compared to a monopolar readout scheme, the bipolar readout provides a shorter first echo time and echo space and, therefore, captures the rapidly decaying myelin water signal more efficiently (Du et al., 2007; H. Lee et al., 2017). However, the rapid gradient polarity change induces magnitude (Delakis et al., 2005) and phase (Alecci and Jezzard, 2002; Reeder et al., 1999) modulations between odd and even echoes, which may introduce significant artifacts in GRE-MWI (H. Lee et al., 2017) (e.g., artifacts in Fig. 2d). Thus far, only linear phase errors from the readout gradient have been compensated (H. Lee et al., 2017). Hence, the effects of other error sources (e.g., eddy currents from slice rephasing gradient) need to be addressed.

In this study, we proposed a sequence and post-processing methods that generate high quality myelin water images at 3T and 7T. A new 2D GRE sequence was developed, tested, and optimized at 3T. Then, the sequence was applied at 7T to demonstrate the feasibility of high field MWI for the in-vivo human brain.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Pulse sequence for 2D GRE-MWI with gradient pairing

In order to incorporate the bipolar readout scheme while avoiding the magnitude and phase modulations, we modified a multi-echo 2D GRE sequence.
sequence to acquire the same k-space line twice with the opposite gradient polarity (Soliman et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2010). This approach is referred to as “gradient pairing,” hereafter and can be applied in all three gradients (i.e., the readout, phase encoding, and slice selection gradients). The gradient pairing was performed on every TR to maintain data consistency between the two k-space datasets from potential artifacts (e.g., motion) (Fig. 1a). Therefore, two GRE datasets (Fig. 1, measurement #1 and measurement #2) were acquired simultaneously in a single scan at the cost of twice the total scan time required by the conventional GRE acquisition.

The sequence included a B0 navigator echo (green trapezoid in Fig. 1a) and an optional flow saturation module (dashed box in Fig. 1a) to test the effects of the physiological noises in 2D GRE-MWI.

2.2. Data acquisition at 3T

To generate high quality data, we explored the effects of the following confounding factors: 1) gradient pairing, 2) physiological noises, 3) flip angle effects from the multi-compartmental T1, and 4) magnetization transfer from the multi-slice acquisition. Seven healthy volunteers (Subject 1 to 7; mean age = 27.6 ± 3.1 years) were scanned at a 3T Tim Trio MRI scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) using a 32-channel phased array head coil under the approval of the institutional review board.

The default scan parameters of 2D GRE-MWI were as follows: in-plane resolution = 2 × 2 mm², slice thickness = 2 mm, number of echoes = 20, TR = 2000 ms, first TE = 2.4 ms, echo spacing = 2.2 ms, bandwidth per pixel = 500 Hz/pixel, field of view = 256 × 256 mm², number of slices = 40, flip angle = 85° (Ernst angle for T1 of 840 ms (Wright et al., 2008)), and total scan time = 8 min 24 s. For excitation, a Hanning windowed sinc-shape RF pulse (TBW = 2 and duration = 980 μs) was used with the slice selection gradient amplitude of 28 mT/m. The imaging slices were acquired axially. For all subjects, the scan was conducted using the default scan parameters with the gradient pairing in all axes, flow saturation off, and navigator echo correction on. Additionally, the following experiments were performed to test the effects of the confounding factors by varying a few parameters from the default setting.

2.2.1. Experiment 1: gradient pairing

To demonstrate the effects of the gradient pairing, three different gradient pairing conditions were tested: no gradient pairing, readout gradient (G_read pairing), and full gradient pairing (i.e., all three gradients are paired) (Fig. 2a–c). These datasets were acquired from Subject 1.

2.2.2. Experiment 2: physiological noises

The effects of the physiological noises on 2D MWI were investigated (Subject 2). Two datasets, one with the flow saturation and the other without the flow saturation, were acquired. Since each flow saturation module took 16 ms, the flow-saturated scan had 30 slices instead of 40 to hold the total scan time constant as the default setting. The datasets were then reconstructed with and without the navigator correction. Additionally, the flow-unsaturated data from all subjects (Subject 1 to 7) were processed with and without the navigator correction to confirm the robustness of our method for physiological noises.

2.2.3. Experiment 3: flip angle effects from multi-compartmental T1

To demonstrate the effects of the flip angle on MWF, myelin water images were acquired using two different TRs and two different flip angles (Subject 3, 5, 6, and 7). Two TRs, 70 ms and 2000 ms, which were used in 3D (H. Lee et al., 2017; Nam et al., 2015a) and 2D (Alonso-Ortiz et al., 2018) GRE-MWI, were utilized. Hereafter, TR of 70 ms is referred to as short TR and TR of 2000 ms as long TR. Two long TR (= 2000 ms) 2D images (flip angles: 45° vs. 85°; 85° is the Ernst angle) and two short TR (= 70 ms) 3D GRE images (flip angles: 20° vs. 40°; 20° is the Ernst angle) were acquired and compared.

For 3D, data were collected using the following parameters: resolution = 2 × 2 × 2 mm³, TR = 70 ms, field of view = 256 × 256 × 80 mm³, and total scan time = 10 min 30 s. The gradient pairing was applied in the readout and phase encoding gradients. The physiological noises were compensated (Nam et al., 2015a). The other parameters were identical to the default parameters for 2D.

2.2.4. Experiment 4: magnetization transfer (MT) effects from multi-slice acquisition

To test the MT effects from the multi-slice acquisition, single-slice data were acquired using the same scan parameters as the default setting except for the number of slices (Subject 4, 5, 6, and 7). The results were compared with those from the multi-slice data.

2.3. Data acquisition at 7T

The proposed GRE sequence was implemented on a 7T MRI scanner (Magnetom, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). Five subjects (Subject 8 to 12; mean age = 29.6 ± 4.3 years) were scanned using a 1-channel circularly polarized head coil for RF transmission and 32-channel phased array coil for signal reception (Nova Medical, Wilmington, MA). All subjects signed a consent form approved by the institutional review board.

GRE data were obtained using the same parameters used for the 3T default scan except for the following parameters: first TE = 2 ms, echo spacing = 1.4 ms, bandwidth per pixel = 480 Hz/pixel, and flip angle = 80° (Ernst angle for T1 of 1100 ms (Wright et al., 2008)). The first TE and the echo spacing were reduced from those of 3T to reflect the T2* shortening at 7T.

To compare the 7T MWI results with those from 3T, the same subjects (Subject 8 to 12) were scanned at a 3T MRI scanner (Verio, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). All scans were conducted using the default scan parameters of the 3T Tim Trio scanner, except for the first TE which was adjusted to 2.5 ms due to the difference in the gradient system.

In one subject (Subject 8), high resolution GRE-MWI was acquired using the following parameters: in-plane resolution = 1.5 × 1.5 mm², slice thickness = 1.5 mm, first TE = 2.2 ms, field of view = 288 × 288 mm², number of slices = 64, and total scan time = 12 min 50 s. All the other parameters were the same as in the lower resolution scan at 7T.

2.4. Data processing

As the first step for image reconstruction, the k-space data were processed to compensate for the respiration-induced B0 field fluctuation using the navigator echo (except for Experiment 2). Each k-space line of the navigator echo was Fourier-transformed and averaged along the readout direction. Subsequently, the phase of the averaged value was divided by the navigator echo time to calculate the frequency shift. This frequency shift was scaled for each echo data, and the resulting phase was subtracted to correct for the B0 field fluctuation (Nam et al., 2015a). The navigator-corrected k-space data were weighted by a Tukey window (window parameter = 0.4) to reduce ringing artifacts. The data were then processed to generate the channel-combined magnitude (via root-sum-of-squares) and phase images (via MCPC-3D-I (Robinson et al., 2011)). In the MCPC-3D-I processing, the first and third echoes were utilized to calculate the phase offset.

After the coil combination, the two images from the gradient pairing were combined into a single image using the following formula:

\[
I(T_{En}) = \sqrt{I_1(T_{En})^2 + I_2(T_{En})^2}
\]

(1)

\[
\Delta I(T_{En}) = \frac{I_1(T_{En}) + I_2(T_{En})}{2}
\]

(2)

where \(I_1(T_{En})\), \(I_2(T_{En})\), and \(I(T_{En})\) denote the nth echo complex images.
from measurement #1, measurement #2, and combined data, respectively (Fig. 1). Finally, the combined multi-echo complex images were fitted by a modified version of the three pool complex model (Nam et al., 2015b):

\[
S(t) = \left[ A_{My} \cdot e^{-i/T_{2My} \cdot \Delta t \cdot \text{MRobin}} \cdot e^{-i/2\pi \cdot \Delta t} \cdot \text{sinc}(at) + A_{My} \cdot e^{-i/T_{2My} \cdot \Delta t \cdot \text{MRobin}} + A_{xs} 
\right] \cdot e^{-i\phi} \cdot \text{sinc}(at)
\]  

(3)
where \( m_s, ax, ex, \text{ and } bg \) represent the myelin water, axon water, extra-cellular water, and background offset, respectively. Correspondingly, \( A, T_2^*, \text{ and } \Delta f \) denote the signal amplitude, \( T_2^* \), and the frequency offset. \( \phi_0 \) is a phase offset. The sinc function with a coefficient of \( a \), which was not included in the original Nam et al.'s model, serves to compensate for the signal loss from macroscopic \( B_0 \) field inhomogeneity (Alonso-Ortiz et al., 2016; Fernández-Seara and Wehrli, 2000).

The model parameters were estimated using iterative non-linear least square fitting (‘lsqnonlin’ function in MATLAB, step tolerance = 1e-5, function tolerance = 1e-5). The initial values and the upper/lower boundaries for the fitting are summarized in Table 1. The initial values were set based on the previous studies (Nam et al., 2015b; Sati et al., 2013). For \( a, a_{\text{init}} \) is defined as \( \gamma D_s/2 \) where \( \gamma \) indicates the gyromagnetic ratio and \( D_s \) denotes a directional derivative of unwrapped phase maps along the slice selection direction (Alonso-Ortiz et al., 2018).

To demonstrate the effects of the \( B_0 \) field inhomogeneity, MWI fitting was processed with and without the sinc correction (see Supplementary Information).

2.5. Data analysis

Region of interest (ROI) analyses were performed for quantitative comparisons of the different conditions (i.e., different flip angles; 3T vs. 7T; single-slice vs. multi-slice). All ROIs were manually segmented in the MWF maps. For the comparison between 3T and 7T, the mean MWF and frequency shift values were measured in five ROIs: forceps minor, genu of the corpus callosum, posterior limb of the internal capsule (PLIC), splenium of the corpus callosum, and forceps major. A representative figure of the ROIs is displayed in Supplementary Information (Fig. S2). One of the five datasets acquired at 7T (Subject 8 to 12) was discarded due to motion artifacts. Correlation analyses were performed between 3T and 7T for the MWF and frequency shift. For the MT effects from the multi-slice acquisition, a paired \( t \)-test was performed, comparing the MWF maps from the single- and multi-slice acquisitions in a white matter mask. The mask was determined by a range of MWF (5% < MWF < 30%).

All data processing was performed using MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA).

3. Results

Fig. 1b and c demonstrate the effects of the bipolar readout gradient scheme on the GRE phase. When comparing the two measurements of the opposite gradient polarities (Fig. 1b vs c), the phase maps from the odd slices (\( T_E1 \) and \( T_E2 \)) are found to have similar field distributions. On the other hand, the maps from the even echoes (\( T_E2 \) and \( T_E4 \)) show the opposite field perturbation patterns. Once the two measurements are combined, the resulting phase maps (Fig. 1d) display consistent phase evolution over time, suggesting the successful compensation of the errors.

The effects of the gradient pairing on MWI are summarized in Fig. 2. When the gradient pairing is not used (Fig. 2a, no pairing), the MWF and myelin water frequency shift maps (\( \Delta f_{my-ex} = \Delta f_{my:bg} - \Delta f_{ex:bg} \)) do not reveal the characteristics of the myelin water distribution (Fig. 2d and e). When the readout gradients are paired (Fig. 2b, \( G_{\text{read pair}} \)), the MWF maps show substantial improvements (Fig. 2f). However, the upper and lower slices show erroneous MWF and frequency shift patterns from the unpaired slice selection and phase encoding gradients (Fig. 2f and g). When gradients are paired in all three axes (Fig. 2c, full pairing), both MWF and frequency shift maps show no apparent artifacts, demonstrating the utility of the gradient pairing (Fig. 2h and i).

Fig. 3 shows the effects of the navigator correction. Without the navigator correction, the ghost artifacts observed in the magnitude and phase images are reduced. The asymmetry in the MWF map is also removed (e and f, red arrows).

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( A_{\text{my}} )</th>
<th>( A_{ax} )</th>
<th>( A_{ex} )</th>
<th>( T_{2my} ) (ms)</th>
<th>( T_{2ax} ) (ms)</th>
<th>( T_{2ex} ) (ms)</th>
<th>( \Delta f_{my:bg} ) (Hz)</th>
<th>( \Delta f_{ex:bg} ) (Hz)</th>
<th>( \Delta f_{ax:bg} ) (Hz)</th>
<th>( \alpha ) (Hz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3T upper bound</td>
<td>(</td>
<td>I_1</td>
<td>\times 2 )</td>
<td>(</td>
<td>I_1</td>
<td>\times 2 )</td>
<td>(</td>
<td>I_1</td>
<td>\times 2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>initial value</td>
<td>(</td>
<td>I_1</td>
<td>\times 0.1 )</td>
<td>(</td>
<td>I_1</td>
<td>\times 0.6 )</td>
<td>(</td>
<td>I_1</td>
<td>\times 0.3 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lower bound</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>( \Delta f_{my:bg} - 10 )</td>
<td>( \Delta f_{ex:bg} - 25 )</td>
<td>( \Delta f_{ax:bg} - 10 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7T upper bound</td>
<td>(</td>
<td>I_1</td>
<td>\times 2 )</td>
<td>(</td>
<td>I_1</td>
<td>\times 2 )</td>
<td>(</td>
<td>I_1</td>
<td>\times 2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>initial value</td>
<td>(</td>
<td>I_1</td>
<td>\times 0.1 )</td>
<td>(</td>
<td>I_1</td>
<td>\times 0.6 )</td>
<td>(</td>
<td>I_1</td>
<td>\times 0.3 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lower bound</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>( \Delta f_{my:bg} - 175 )</td>
<td>( \Delta f_{ex:bg} - 60 )</td>
<td>( \Delta f_{ax:bg} - 10 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Supplementary Information), yielding no substantial flow artifacts in the default scan (i.e., flow saturation off).

When the two maps with the short TR are compared, the map using the large flip angle (40°) shows larger MWF than that using the small flip angle (20°) across the slice (Fig. 5a and b). The quantitative comparison in ROIs (the superior longitudinal fasciculus, red circle in Fig. 5) confirms this observation, yielding a statistically significant difference between the two results (Fig. 5c from Subject 3: MWF = 14.2 ± 1.7% for 20° and MWF = 16.9 ± 2.0% for 40°, p < 0.001; when averaged over all four subjects: MWF = 15.5 ± 1.8% for 20° and MWF = 18.3 ± 2.2% for 40°, p < 0.001). On the other hand, the two MWF maps from the long TR (flip angles: 45° vs. 85°) reveal similar MWF distribution (Fig. 5d and e). No statistically significant difference is reported in the ROI analysis (Fig. 5f from Subject 3: MWF = 13.9 ± 1.3% for 45° and MWF = 13.9 ± 1.3% for 85°, p = 0.391; when averaged over all four subjects: MWF = 14.4 ± 1.4% for 45° and MWF = 14.4 ± 1.4% for 85°, p = 0.727).

Fig. 6 compares the MWF maps from the single-slice and multi-slice acquisition to test the MT effects. The two maps demonstrate similar MWF distribution and the difference map also displays no structured pattern, suggesting that the MT effects from the multi-slice acquisition...
are negligible. The quantitative analysis of all subjects (Subject 4 to 7) in the white matter mask does not reveal a statistically significant difference between the MWF maps from the single-slice and multi-slice acquisitions ($p = 0.879$).

Finally, the MWI maps at 3T and 7T with the default setting (i.e., full gradient pairing, navigator correction, no flow saturation, and $B_0$ field inhomogeneity correction) are displayed in Fig. 7. The results show high quality MWF and frequency shift maps at both field strengths. A few regions of non-white matter, such as globus pallidus (at 7T), vessels, skull, and falk cerebi, reveal unexpectedly high MWF and the regions close to air/tissue boundaries also show artifacts (e.g., the frontal lobe in the bottom slice of Fig. 7b).

The ROI measurements of the MWF and frequency shift values are summarized in Table 2. The 3T results report a MWF range similar to those in the previous works (see Discussion) (Alonso-Ortiz et al., 2018; H. Lee et al., 2017; Prasloski et al., 2012). The frequency shift results suggest that fibers perpendicular to the $B_0$ field have large positive frequency shifts (splenium: $9.5 \pm 1.0$ Hz, and genu: $11.0 \pm 1.1$ Hz) whereas fibers parallel to the $B_0$ field reveal a frequency shift close to zero ($1.3 \pm 2.4$ Hz in PLIC). These results are in agreement with the previous works (Sati et al., 2013; Wharton and Bowtell, 2012). Compared to the 3T results, the 7T MWI demonstrates increased MWF and frequency shift across the brain (Fig. 7b and d). When the ROI values are plotted for 3T and 7T (Fig. 7e and f), both MWF and frequency shift show strong correlations.
4. Discussion and conclusion

In this study, we developed a new 2D GRE-MWI sequence and optimized it by testing the effects of eddy currents, physiological noises, flip angles, MT and B0 field inhomogeneity. This new approach generated high quality myelin water images at 3T and 7T. In particular, the 7T results demonstrated the feasibility of acquiring high resolution (1.5 mm isotropic resolution) MWI at the ultra-high field.

One important advantage of 2D MWI is the flip-angle-insensitive MWF from the use of a long TR, as demonstrated in Fig. 5. The long TR provides sufficient relaxations for all water compartments and may also induce substantial compartmental water exchange (Harkins et al., 2012; Kalantari et al., 2011; Sati et al., 2013). As a result, 2D GRE-MWI with a long TR becomes insensitive to the flip angle and B0 field inhomogeneity and, therefore, can be a robust approach for quantitative MWI. On the other hand, when a short TR is used as in 3D GRE-MWI, the myelin water signal with short T1 recovers more rapidly than the axonal/extracellular water signals with long T1, introducing an overestimation of the MWF (Fig. 5a-c). This overestimation also suggests sensitivity to B0 field inhomogeneity, hampering reliable measurement of the MWF. Further investigation is necessary to determine minimum TR and corresponding flip angle that prevent the MWF overestimation.

In this work, the evaluation of the flow effects demonstrates that flow signals are largely confined to vessels in 2D GRE-MWI (Fig. 4). This allows us to omit the flow saturation module in our sequence, increasing the data acquisition efficiency by 33%. The result is in contrast to the 3D GRE-MWI results (Nam et al., 2015a), which reported substantial inflow artifacts when the flow saturation was not applied (see Fig. 2 in Nam et al., 2015a). The difference between 2D and 3D may be explained by the size of the tissue signal, which is comparable to the inflow signal in a long TR but is smaller in a short TR.

Our results demonstrate that the MT effects from the multi-slice acquisition do not affect the myelin water quantification despite the differential impacts of the MT effects among the water compartments (Vavasour et al., 2000). This can be explained by the water exchange between the water compartments during the long TR, as suggested in the previous study (Sati et al., 2013).

The new sequence requires twice the scan time of a conventional GRE sequence due to the use of the gradient pairing. This may seem to be a disadvantage of the proposed method. However, considering the low SNR of myelin water images due to the small fraction of the myelin water signal (~10%), the signal averaging during the gradient pairing helps us to gain SNR and improve image quality. If the scan time needs to be reduced, one may apply a parallel imaging method.

Recently, an MWI study has suggested the use of a linear phase error compensation method for the bipolar readout scheme, reducing phase errors along the readout direction (H. Lee et al., 2017). However, remaining phase errors from an anisotropic gradient delay (Alecci and Jezzard, 2002; Reeder et al., 1999) or high order eddy currents (Yu et al., 2010), and magnitude modulations from a non-ideal receiver frequency response (Delakis et al., 2005) may introduce artifacts in GRE-MWI. In case of 2D GRE-MWI, the large slice selection rephasing gradient induces substantial errors in MWF, which cannot be corrected using the conventional linear phase error compensation method. On the other hand, the gradient pairing has shown robustness to the remaining errors (Soliman et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2010).

In our work, the B0 field inhomogeneity correction compensated for the linear field inhomogeneity along the through-plane. Further improvement may be achieved by a method that corrects for both in- and through-plane field inhomogeneity (Yablonskiy et al., 2013).

The comparison of our 3T MWF values with those from the previous studies is summarized in Supplementary Information (Table S1) (Alonso-Ortiz et al., 2018; H. Lee et al., 2017; Prasloski et al., 2012). The MWF values reported by Prasloski et al. and Alonso-Ortiz et al. have a MWF range similar to that in our study in all ROIs except for PLIC. The
difference may originate from the choice of the ROIs (PLIC vs. internal capsule) and the overestimated MWF in the conventional MWI (Rus-sell-Schulz et al., 2013). In our study, PLIC was chosen instead of the internal capsule to have a uniform fiber orientation within the ROI. When compared to our study, the 3D GRE-MWI results with a TR of 60 ms demonstrate overall larger MWF values (H. Lee et al., 2017), suggesting the flip angle effect.

Our study reports that the 7T MWF values are larger than those of 3T. This may be explained partially by the increased $T_1$ of axonal/extracellular water at 7T, which may have led to reduced magnetization recovery and generated an overestimated MWF. When assuming the parameters used in this study (TR: 2000 ms; flip angle: 85° at 3T and 80° at 7T; myelin water $T_1$: short enough for full relaxations; axonal/extracellular water $T_2$: 840 ms at 3T and 1150 ms at 7T (Wright et al., 2008)) and no water exchange, the increased $T_1$ can explain up to 6.1% of the MWF overestimation. This is not sufficient to explain our observation. Thus, further exploration is necessary to understand the higher MWF values at 7T. Interestingly, the previous studies also reported higher MWF values at a higher field strength system (1.5T vs. 3T) (Kolind et al., 2009; J. Oh et al., 2006). In contrast to the MWF, the increased frequency shift at 7T applied at 7T. While further research may be necessary to confirm the effects of the confounding factors at 7T, the high image quality of the 7T MWF maps suggest that our approach is still valid at 7T.

In MWI, alternative approaches such as $T_2$-prepared imaging (Nguyen et al., 2012), multicomponent driven-equilibrium single-pulse observation of $T_1$ and $T_2$ (mcDESPOT) (Deoni et al., 2008), direct visualization of short transverse relaxation time component (ViSta) (S.-H. Oh et al., 2013), and longitudinal relaxographic imaging (Labadie et al., 2014) exist. Applying these methods at a high field strength (>7T) can be challenging due to the high SAR and the $B_1$ field inhomogeneity. On the other hand, as demonstrated in this work, GRE-MWI is a good option for high field MFI.

In conclusion, we proposed an efficient and reliable approach to measure the myelin water fraction using GRE-MWI. One of the advantages of the method, a low SAR, enables us to acquire in vivo human brain myelin water images at an ultra-high field strength. Our method may have potential in scientific and clinical applications by reliably quantifying myelin changes in vivo.
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